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Mark schemes are prepared by the Principal Examiner and considered, together with the relevant 
questions, by a panel of subject teachers.  This mark scheme includes any amendments made at 
the standardisation meeting attended by all examiners and is the scheme which was used by them 
in this examination.  The standardisation meeting ensures that the mark scheme covers the 
candidates� responses to questions and that every examiner understands and applies it in the 
same correct way.  As preparation for the standardisation meeting each examiner analyses a 
number of candidates� scripts: alternative answers not already covered by the mark scheme are 
discussed at the meeting and legislated for.  If, after this meeting, examiners encounter unusual 
answers which have not been discussed at the meeting they are required to refer these to the 
Principal Examiner.   

It must be stressed that a mark scheme is a working document, in many cases further developed 
and expanded on the basis of candidates� reactions to a particular paper.  Assumptions about 
future mark schemes on the basis of one year�s document should be avoided; whilst the guiding 
principles of assessment remain constant, details will change, depending on the content of a 
particular examination paper. 
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ENB1:  Introduction to the Study of Language 

Guidance on Task 1: Categorising and Grouping 
 
The following guidance complements the published mark scheme and seeks to make that general scheme 
easier to apply to candidate answers to Unit 1. 
 
Advice to Examiners 
 
1. Be aware of time constraints of the task and their effect on student achievement: candidates have 

only forty-five minutes in which to familiarise themselves with the data, develop and apply 
language study based provisional categories and give reasons for their decisions.  Teachers and 
examiners doing the task have found it demanding. 

 
2. Mark positively seeking to credit the relevant knowledge, understanding and quality of 

explanation in a variety of student approaches. 
 
3. Work on a best match principle.  An answer may show features from different mark bands but 

there will be a balance of achievement indicating the mark band to choose. 
 
Key words for task: 
 
• Discuss various ways in which these texts can be grouped 
• Give reasons for your choices  
 
Indicative Content 
 
Indicative Content about Texts indicates some of those features of the selected texts which are likely to 
lead to informed language comment.  The list is not comprehensive and the items will be amended and 
developed in the course of the standardisation meeting. 
 
Candidates will use a very wide range of methods for categorising the texts on the paper, including: 
• Broad groupings based on mode/register/function. 
• Tightly focused groups, often based on language awareness. 
• Open-minded groups which are led by the data on the paper. 
 
When making a judgement about a candidate�s performance think about how much language knowledge 
and contextual awareness is shown. 
 
Be prepared for original and valid ideas led by the data and supported by AO3 and AO5 awareness. 
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Task 1:  Discuss various ways in which these texts can be grouped, giving reasons for your choices 
 

Marks Contents Descriptors 
0-5 Answers in this range will not demonstrate effective language study method and may 

fail to respond to keyword prompts. 
 
AO1 Weak expression including inaccuracies that impede comprehension.  Little sense of 

relevant focus. 
AO3 Mentions one or two language features without development; general comments. 
AO4 Mentions one or two ideas from language study without development. 
AO5 Very little contextual awareness: impressionistic generalised claims. 
 

6-11 Answers at this level will usually respond but with limited explanation and reference to 
the texts. 
 
AO1 Knowledge of some language terms and concepts learned during the course (non-

fluency features, dialect). 
AO3 Knowledge of some more accessible language frameworks: lexis and layout. 
AO4 Groupings may show a rudimentary level of language awareness.  Coverage of the 

variety of the data may be limited.  Reasons for groups will be outlined sketchily 
rather than explained and may show oversimplification and some speculation. Some 
awareness of features of spoken language and/or interaction and language concepts. 

AO5 Awareness of contextual factors mainly based on everyday awareness. 
 

12-17 A basic response to the main demands of the task but with some oversimplification and 
omission.  Sound sequential surveys are likely to fall into this band. 
 
There may be evidence of more assured knowledge and understanding emerging but this 
may be patchy and inconsistent. 
AO1 Manages some support by limited references to texts and explanation but this may be 

sparse. 
AO3 Approach to describing language mainly focused on lexis and layout. 
AO4 Groupings show an awareness of more accessible language study ideas and there is 

some discussion and explanation though this may be patchy.  Some awareness of 
accessible features of spoken language (normal non fluency). 

AO5 Awareness of contextual factors shows some understanding beyond everyday 
awareness. 
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18-23 Answers at this level will usually meet the demands of the task with a clear structure 

and competent method.  Beginning to explore some of the complexities. 
 
There will be some comparison of texts with a range of possible groupings. 
AO1 Ideas will be explained clearly with references to the texts.  Expression will be 

generally accurate. 
AO3 Systematic approach to describing language that goes beyond lexis and layout. 
AO4 Use of language ideas and concepts in comments on groupings will be generally 

competent and insightful. 
AO5 There will be a demonstrated awareness of the link between context and register.  

Starts to engage with some of the subtleties. 
 

24-29 Clear structure with a linguistically informed method and a good sense of some of the 
complexities of the texts and groupings. 
 
AO1 The categorisations chosen and the reasons given for grouping will show a sound 

understanding of language study principles including terms, concepts and subtle 
awareness (e.g. the differences within the same groupings). 

AO3 Pragmatic and grammatical awareness in addition to lexis and graphology. 
AO4 There will be a clear understanding of the very different speech styles represented in 

the data. 
AO5 Sound contextual understanding. 
Answers may show features of the 30-35 band but lack consistency in some important 
dimension. 
 

30-35 Will give a convincing account of the variety of data and offers a range of 
linguistically informed approaches to grouping and categorisation.  Perceptive and 
subtle responses, very aware of complexities. 
 
AO1 A sense of system with clear explanatory coverage.  Such answers will show due 

tentativeness in the claims that can be made of the evidence provided and will also 
show an argued awareness of the more productive groupings for these texts. 

AO3 Assured pragmatic and grammatical awareness in addition to lexis and graphology. 
AO4 There will be a consistently alert and informed application of knowledge and 

understanding in the use of terms and concepts and/or in the incisive comments on 
text and task. 

AO5 Subtle and sophisticated contextual awareness. 
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Guidance on Task 2: Identifying Features and Analysing them in relation to 
Context 
 
The following guidance complements the published mark scheme and seeks to make that general scheme 
easier to apply to candidate answers to Unit 1. 
 
Key words for task: 
 
• Select spoken Text A or B and any two other texts 
• Analyse some of the language features of the texts 
• Explain how these language features are affected by context 
• Use appropriate language frameworks to analyse the texts 
 
Indicative Content 
 
• Some understanding of the contexts that may be relevant to a text, including the context of the reader 

or receiver. 
• Reference to appropriate details of lexis, e.g. word origin and type, collocation, semantic fields, 

connotative/denotative meaning. 
• Reference to appropriate details of grammar, e.g. sentence construction, use of adverbs, use of modal 

verbs, degrees of abstraction and nominalisation, cohesion, pronoun choices and features of text 
grammar. 

• Some understanding of interdependence of lexis and grammar. 
• Reference to relevant features of phonology (e.g. non-fluency, intonation, accent) and of conversation 

(e.g. interaction, turn-taking, agenda setting, context cues). 
• Recognition of pragmatic factors that affect meaning (for example implied meanings, level of 

formality, style of address). 
• Understanding of discourse features of chosen texts (for example distinctive lexis, evidence of 

authority/power in the chosen texts, form and purpose). 
• Recognition of the role of graphological features. 
 
Rubric Infringements 
 
• Where a candidate answers on neither Text A nor Text B the script should be assessed proportionally 

as being worth up to two thirds of the marks available. 
• Where a candidate answers on both Text A and Text B the script should be assessed proportionally 

as being worth up to two thirds of the marks available. 
• Indicate all rubric infringements in your comments and by writing RI clearly on the front of the 

script. 
• Where a candidate answers on A and B and two others this is not a rubric infringement but all the 

texts should be assessed and the strongest of A or B rewarded. 
 
Advice to Examiners 

• Mark positively seeking to credit the relevant knowledge, understanding and quality of explanation in 
a variety of student approaches. 

• Work on a best match principle.  An answer may show features of different mark bands but there will 
be a balance of achievement indicating the range to choose. 

• Pay attention to the assessment objective weightings in arriving at a holistic judgement. 
• Candidates writing about only lexis and graphology are unlikely to score in the higher mark bands.  

Accurate grammatical and pragmatic comment is associated with higher mark bands. 
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• More effective answers should relate features to context; weaker answers will tend to identify features 
without explaining their contextual motivation or will explain contextual factors in a generalised 
manner. 

• It is not feasible or even appropriate to expect candidates to apply all the language frameworks to 
each text in focus. 

• Be aware of time constraints of the task and their effect on the student achievement. 
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Task 2: Taking either Text A or B and any two of the remaining texts, analyse some of the 
language features of these texts and explain how these are affected by context 

 
Marks Contents Descriptors 

0-5 Little effective stylistic method for dealing with this question. 
Extreme brevity and consequent minimal and/or incomplete coverage (possibly due to 
time management difficulties). 
 
Speculative commentaries that show little grounding in principles of language study. 
AO1 Quality of explanation will be limited and may be further impeded by inaccurate use 

of language. 
AO3 Focus on content summary without identifying significant language features. 
AO4 Identifies impressions of texts such as formal and informal without being able to 

identify the language features behind those impressions. 
AO5 Evaluative assessments of texts using unreflective and prescriptive model. 
 

6-11 Some limited stylistic method. 
 
AO1 The quality of explanation will be limited and may be impeded by inaccuracies and 

imprecision in the expression. 
AO3 Observations about language features may show a rudimentary level of language 

awareness with identification of a few more accessible surface features: typically 
these will be of layout and vocabulary. 

AO4 There will be demonstrated knowledge of some ideas from language study learned 
during the course. 

AO5 There may be some attempt to link these to contextual factors but this will go little 
further than underdeveloped claims or impressions. 

 
12-17 Evidence of more assured knowledge and understanding of stylistic method emerging 

but mainly surface features (lexis, graphology, semantics). 
 
AO1 The quality of explanation will lack development and there may be some inaccuracies 

and imprecision in the expression but most ideas will be sound, if often basic. 
AO3 Typically comments will focus on more accessible surface features.  
AO4 The candidate will manage to link some ideas from language study with contextual 

factors with some level of exemplification and explanatory commentary but this may 
lack development. 

AO5 Routine inferences that relate language features to contextual factors. 
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18-23 Identifies a range of language features and relates these to contextual motivations.  

There may be the beginnings of engagement with subtler subtextual considerations but 
these are not developed. 
 
AO1 The quality of explanation will be clear although there may be some errors and 

inaccuracies in the expression. 
AO3 Identification of some features beyond lexis, layout and routine semantic inference.  

There may be some explicit awareness of issues relating to grammar, pragmatics and 
discourse. 

AO4 Ideas from language study will be linked convincingly to data and context. 
AO5 Coverage of the relationship between features and contextual factors will be generally 

convincing although there may be lapses and some oversimplification. 
 

24-29 Sense of linguistically informed method and a capacity to identify structural and 
subtextual factors.  Subtler awareness and some perceptive contextual comments but at 
times not developed. 
 
AO1 Generally effective linguistic register. 
AO3 Pragmatic and grammatical awareness will be there along with the lexical and 

graphological. 
AO4 Ideas from language study will be linked effectively to data and context. 
AO5 Salient features will be effectively related to contextual motivations. 
Answers will meet the requirements for the 30-35 band but there will be a less explicit 
knowledge of language and/or a less consistent coverage of the text/s chosen. 
 

30-35 Consistent, linguistically informed method and a capacity to identify structural and 
subtextual factors.  Subtle awareness.  Very good on relevant contextual factors.  All 
three texts must be covered well to achieve a mark in this band. 
 
AO1 The quality of explanation will be impressive with the accurate formal features of an 

effective linguistic register.  This will include a capacity to explain complex features 
in detail.  There may be due tentativeness concerning the claims that can be made and 
an awareness of other possible interpretations. 

AO3 Pragmatic and grammatical awareness will be there along with the lexical and 
graphological. 

AO4 Ideas from language study will be linked perceptively to data and context. 
AO5 Answers will identify salient linguistic features and relate these clearly and accurately 

to contextual motivation. 
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Indicative content 

The following indicative content suggests some of the features candidates may comment on and some of 
the issues they might find interesting to explore.  The list is neither exhaustive nor prescriptive.  It is 
offered as a starting point for examiners as they familiarise themselves with the texts and their linguistic 
and contextual features. When marking scripts examiners should seek to credit the identification of 
language features of all types in relation to contextual factors. Given the constraints of this exam, very 
few candidates will have time to note all the points made. Credit should also be given for insightful 
observations other than those made explicit below. 
 
 
Text A � Transcript of a weather forecast 

 
• Context Radio Five � assumed geographical understanding (though no mention of sporting events!); 
• Follows conventions of moving from north to south/from morning to evening; 
• Relatively fluent � speaker is experienced and may be following cues?; 
• Use of second person to address listeners in different parts of the country; 
• Some listeners may only �tune in� to their region�s forecast; 
• Use of specialist occupational jargon/reference to temperatures and increasing ellipsis as forecast 

progresses (but most people know it); 
• Relatively informal register (Radio 5 context); 
• Use of modal auxiliaries to indicate probability/possibility; 
• Purpose � inform. 
 
 
Text B � Transcript of conversation at hairdresser�s 
 
• Polite negotiation of proposed hairstyle; 
• Co-operative overlapping/adjacency pairs; 
• Normal non-fluency features � repetition, pausing, back-channel noises/support, false starts; 
• Context of hairdresser�s � likely to be facing mirror and have eye to eye contact; 
• Hesitations indicating politeness; 
• Question/answer discourse structure; 
• Agreement reached co-operatively, A expert at interpreting B�s vagueness; 
• Pragmatics of previous occasions � shared understanding of client�s needs/hairdresser�s expertise. 
 
 
Text C � Poster found in common room 
 
• Assumed knowledge of who Holly, Hayley and Kym are � no need for surnames; 
• Text-speak/abbreviations used � shared understanding and appeal; 
• Conventions of poster format � border with bottles linked to social position they are seeking; 
• Direct address; 
• Repetition to emphasise; 
• Errors � perceived to be unimportant?; 
• Slogan � �help us to help you�; 
• Use of humour � who could enjoy college?; 
• Assumption that these events still exist but that more are needed; 
• Punctuation!!! 
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Text D � Card sent to schools by the BBC 
 
• Graphologically appealing use of colours to intrigue/purpose not immediately obvious; 
• Use of questions to address young reader and single out those interested; 
• Repetition of �passionate/passion� in questions to imply only those really committed need apply; 
• Mention of widest possible audience, �the world�, clarified later when they log on to apply (internet 

publication); 
• Direct address; 
• Informal register � use of contractions/informal choice of lexis; 
• Assumed understanding re. �Hip-Hop through Bhangra to Ballet� � further filtering those interested; 
• Subtle list of expectations integrated into the advertisement; 
• Use of conditional clause to invite applications � further filtering. 
 
 
Text E � Extract from �Daz 4 Zoe� - a novel for teenagers 
 
• Entertaining purpose/arouse curiosity; 
• Non-standard English/eye dialect � non-standard spellings to indicate way words sound when spoken 

by the speaker/suggestive of low level of literacy; 
• Numbers instead of words � similar to texting; 
• Double negative constructions � dialect; 
• Some unusual lexis � neologisms � genre may be sci-fi/futuristic/fantasy; 
• Narrative voice � first person; 
• Discourse structure � likely to be at start of novel as he is introducing himself and giving some 

historical information; 
• Generally accurate use of punctuation and capitals on proper nouns so as not to confuse reader too 

much; 
• Brief, implying narrator finds writing a difficult process; 
• Header suggests other narrators/s may tell their story. 
 
 
Text F � Text from a bottle of shampoo 
 
• Who would actually read this? � when browsing the supermarket shelves?; 
• Function is to advertise/persuade; 
• Graphological use of �+� instead of �and� to imply positive nature of product and extensive range of 

ingredients; 
• Interesting used of verbs; 
• Semantic field of healthy foods connotes healthy hair; 
• Direct address (with some ellipsis); 
• Unusual lexical choices- �heft�, �chemical services� � American cultural references?; 
• Use of capitalisation of many nouns imply they are named patented products; 
• Final phrase �How sweet it is.� � echoes of song? Or is �It� the product?; 
• Unusual collocation of �bathe your hair� rather than �wash�. 
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Text G � T-shirt label 
 
• Graphology � use of capitalisation throughout � to stress importance of message; 
• Warning in emboldened capitals � over-exaggerating the danger of washing garment with 

others/protecting themselves from negative feedback; 
• Use of passive voice to create distance/formal feel; 
• Mixture of promotional/advisory registers; 
• Lexical choice to make garment appealing �vintage�, �traditional�; 
• Use of imperatives/modals to instruct/advise. 
 
 
Text H � Gas mask instructions 
 
• Rather archaic typeface suggests replica of gas mask container from WW2; 
• Euphemistic use of �respirator� rather than �gas mask�; 
• Use of modal � should; 
• Formal register/lack of direct address; 
• Use of imperatives; 
• Enumeration to clarify order of actions; 
• Use of capitalisation and underlining for emphasis. 
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General Principles 
 
Module 1 forms the basis for all future study in that candidates� understanding of and ability to apply the 
systematic frameworks to a variety of short texts is a key feature. 
They will be asked to apply this knowledge and understanding in two ways: 
 
• by grouping together a number of short texts, explaining the reasons for the groupings and some of 

the issues associated with them; 
• by a stylistic analysis of both spoken and written texts. 
 
Candidates will also need to understand the importance of audience, purpose, form and content in a 
writer�s or speaker�s language choices and the ways a text might be received. 
 
 
Assessment Objectives 
 
Examiners should first be aware of the Assessment Objectives being tested in ENB1 and their relevant 
weightings.  These are reproduced here. 
 
This module requires candidates to: 
 
AO1 communicate clearly the knowledge, understanding and insight appropriate to the study of 
 language, using appropriate terminology and accurate and coherent expression. 
 (10% AS, 5% A2) 
AO3i  use key features of frameworks for the systematic study of spoken and written English. 
 (10% AS, 5% A2) 
AO4 understand, discuss and explore concepts and issues relating to language in use. 
 (5% AS, 2½ % A2) 
AO5i distinguish, describe and interpret variation in the meanings and forms of spoken and written 
 language according to context.  
 (10% AS, 5% A2) 
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Task 1 (Skills Descriptors) 
 

Marks Skills Descriptors 
0-5 AO1 Rudimentary observations on lexis, grammar and phonology; rudimentary categories; 

inadequate expression; minimal use of terminology-frequently misunderstood. 
AO3i Limited knowledge of one or two frameworks; unreliable and unsystematic; minimal 

observations on texts and data. 
AO4 Attempts to comment on factors governing language in selected texts. 
AO5i Attempts a comment on one or two factors influencing form, meaning and diversity in 

selected texts; identifies a contextual feature of selected texts. 
 

6-11 AO1 Some general observations; some basic categories; faulty expression, limited use of 
terminology and, sometimes, misunderstood. 

AO3i Limited attempt at application of frameworks, in general not reliable and rarely 
systematic; observations on text confined to isolated references. 

AO4 Elementary comment on one or two factors governing language use in selected texts, 
though not always fully understood. 

AO5i Recognises one or two factors influencing form, meaning and diversity in selected 
texts; identifies one or two contextual features of selected texts. 

 
12-17 AO1 Makes observations, not always accurately, about language features and groupings 

with limited detail; accuracy falters, limited use of terminology. 
AO3i Attempts some application of frameworks but not always successfully, reliably or 

systematically; some valid observations on texts and data. 
AO4 Some informed awareness of a limited number of factors governing language use in 

selected texts. 
AO5i Able to recognise some features influencing form, meaning and diversity in selected 

texts; identifies some contextual features. 
 

18-23 AO1 Generally accurate observations about language features and appropriate groupings; 
generally accurate expression, some use of appropriate terminology. 

AO3i Application of frameworks in evidence but some lapses in its reliability and lacking in 
systematic treatment; some valid/sensible observations on texts and data. 

AO4 Some understanding of a number of factors governing language used in selected texts. 
AO5i Some awareness of contextual factors influencing form, meaning and diversity in 

selected texts; identifies and interprets a range of contextual features of selected texts. 
 

24-29 AO1 Clear observations about lexis, grammar and phonology etc; accurate expression with 
appropriate terminology. 

AO3i Generally reliable and systematic application of frameworks to group and investigate 
texts; makes generally secure observations on texts and data. 

AO4 Sound understanding of factors governing language used in texts. 
AO5i Shows awareness of factors influencing form, meaning, diversity in selected texts; 

generally clear description and interpretation of distinctive features of selected texts. 
 

30-35 AO1 Clear and detailed observations about lexis, grammar and phonology etc, accurate 
expression with appropriate use of terminology. 

AO3i Reliability and systematic application of frameworks to group and investigate texts; 
makes informed linguistic observations on texts and data. 

AO4 Perceptive insight into many factors governing language used in texts. 
AO5i Shows understanding of factors influencing form, meaning, diversity in selected texts; 

clear description and interpretation of distinctive contextual features of selected texts. 
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Task 2 (Skills Descriptors) 
 

Marks Skills Descriptors 
0-5 AO1 Rudimentary observations on lexis, grammar and phonology; inadequate expression; 

minimal use of terminology-frequently misunderstood. 
AO3i Limited knowledge of one or two frameworks; unreliable and unsystematic minimal 

observations on texts and data. 
AO4 Attempts to comment on factors governing language in selected texts. 
AO5i Attempts a comment on one or two factors influencing form, meaning and diversity in 

selected texts; identifies a contextual feature of selected texts. 
 

6-11 AO1 Some general observations on lexis, grammar and phonology; faulty expression, 
limited use of terminology and, sometimes, misunderstood. 

AO3i Limited attempt at application of frameworks, in general not reliable and rarely 
systematic; observations on text confined to isolated references. 

AO4 Aware of one or two factors governing language use in selected texts, though not 
always fully understood. 

AO5i Recognises one or two factors influencing form, meaning and diversity in selected 
texts; identifies one or two contextual features of selected texts. 

 
12-17 AO1 Makes observations, not always accurately, about lexis, grammar and phonology with 

limited detail; accuracy falters, limited use of terminology. 
AO3i Attempts some application of frameworks but not always successfully, reliably or 

systematically; some valid observations on texts and data. 
AO4 Some informed awareness of a limited number of factors governing language use in 

selected texts. 
AO5i Able to recognise some features influencing form, meaning and diversity in selected 

texts; identifies some contextual features. 
 

18-23 AO1 Generally accurate observations about lexis, grammar and phonology with some 
detail; generally accurate expression, some use of appropriate terminology. 

AO3i Application of frameworks in evidence but some lapses in its reliability and lacking in 
systematic treatment; some valid/sensible observations on texts and data. 

AO4 Some awareness of a number of factors governing language used in selected texts. 
AO5i Some awareness of contextual factors influencing form, meaning and diversity in 

selected texts; identifies and interprets a range of contextual features of selected texts. 
 

24-29 AO1 Clear observations about lexis, grammar and phonology etc; accurate expression with 
appropriate terminology. 

AO3i Generally reliable and systematic application of frameworks to group and investigates 
texts; makes generally secure observations on texts and data. 

AO4 Good awareness of factors governing language used in texts. 
AO5i Shows awareness of factors influencing form, meaning, diversity in selected texts; 

generally clear description of distinctive contextual features of selected texts. 
 

30-35 AO1 Clear and detailed observations about lexis, grammar and phonology etc, accurate 
expression with appropriate use of terminology. 

AO3i Reliability and systematic application of frameworks to group and investigate texts; 
makes informed linguistic observations on texts and data. 

AO4 Good awareness of many factors governing language used in texts. 
AO5i Shows understanding of factors influencing form, meaning, diversity in selected texts; 

clear description of distinctive contextual features of selected texts. 
 




